 



Kids’ Kingdom

March Newsletter for Preschool/Pre K 2019
Welcome to March!! Like the saying goes, March comes in like a lion, goes out like a
lamb! By the end of this month, we are hoping for some nice spring weather. Parents, even
though the weather is getting warmer, please remember to dress your child appropriately.
Now would be a good time to check the clothes in their cubbies to make sure they are
appropriate for the weather and still fit.
Our curriculum is based upon the RIELDS and goals are made with those standards in
mind. This month we will be working on the letters S, T U, numbers 14 and 15, color green
and the shape shamrock. Our math/science goal will be to recognize numbers 14,15 , use
them for one to one correspondence and to gather information to make a prediction. Our
language /literacy goal will be to recognize letters S,T, U and make predictions in a story. Our
physical health goal will be to refine the skill of catching/throwing a ball. Our creative arts goal
will be to express themselves through music. Our social/emotional development goal will be
to respect the personal space of others. Our social studies goal will be to understand the
concept of time Our cognitive development goal will be to understand that people have
different opinions.
March 2nd is the birthday of Dr. Seuss! Don't forget to wish the Cat in the Hat a happy
birthday! As usual we will enjoy green eggs and ham!
The first week of the month we will be talking about different kinds of weather. We will
make tissue paper kites, thunderstorms, paper plate umbrellas and windsocks!
.
The second week we will celebrate St Patrick's Day by making rainbows, pots of gold,
glittery shamrocks headbands and a shamrock wand. We will be doing an experiment called
“walking waters”. Can't wait to see what happens! At lunch we will even use green food
coloring to color our milk! Don't forget to wear your green!!
The third week we will celebrate Spring and the activities associated with it. We will
make cherry blossom trees, spring wreaths and a handprint flower. We will be making dish
soap silly putty and talking about stranger danger.
The fourth week we will be talking about farm animals and what happens in spring on a
farm. We will be making a paper plate rooster, fluffy sheep and a painted pig. We will be
reviewing our letters from A-U and our numbers 1-15.
This is going to be a great month! We want to wish everyone a very happy St. Patrick's
Day!
Ms. Candy

Ms. Maureen

